At Artistica Home, we believe that exceptional furniture design is a creative art. Our passion for innovation is grounded in the belief that your home is the ultimate reflection of personal style. As a result, the Artistica portfolio features original designs that are carefully curated and decidedly chic. The brand aesthetic has, at its foundation, three creative imperatives - an eye for timeless historical references, a relentless pursuit of unique materials, and a commitment to artisan craftsmanship and custom finishes.

For over four decades, Artistica has been renowned for exceptional craftsmanship in forging and finishing iron furniture designs. The Metal Designs Program features a distinctive assortment of original silhouettes offered in your choice of four finishes – St. Laurent, Argento, Silver Leaf and Gold Leaf. These artisan finishes are applied by hand, and incorporate up to a dozen individual steps. The result is the one-of-a-kind look of a commissioned piece. Artistica Home maintains a stocking position on the Metal Designs portfolio at the company’s distribution complex in North Carolina to facilitate immediate delivery.
METAL DESIGNS
Our namesake collection of hand forged iron styles, in your choice of four custom finishes

ST. LAURENT - 44
Rich natural iron tones
with touches of light gesso
and gold highlighting

ARGENTO - 46
Antiqued silver
with gold undertones

SILVER LEAF - 47
True silver leaf with antiqued effect

GOLD LEAF - 48
True gold leaf with antiqued effect

Many years ago, in a small workshop in downtown Los Angeles, we built our first iron occasional table. Shapely, beautiful, and forged entirely by hand from solid iron, it became the touchstone for everything we do.

For over four decades, Artistica has been renowned for our craftsmanship in forging and finishing iron furniture designs. The ages-old hallmarks of fine ironwork begin with the fire of the forge and the power of the anvil and hammer, and every piece we produce reflects the skills of master blacksmiths.

These sculptural forms are then carefully finished in four distinct colorations, incorporating up to a dozen steps of hand application, building up multiple layers of texture and directional dry brushing.

Each beautiful Metal Designs finish was developed to reflect the level of work by hand, and carries the unique qualities of the artist’s brush.
Sculptural Modern designs in hand forged solid and tubular iron, lay-on tempered glass tops.

Many of our newest introductions are grounded in the true art of ironwork: hand forging and shaping solid metals into beautiful, textural forms. Solid iron is heated to a brilliant orange in a forge fire and then hammered by hand upon an anvil, creating designs guided by the blacksmith’s eye.

Our Ellipse series is an exploration of the oval form, with elliptical motifs in balanced intersections that change form depending on the angle of view.

The ovals themselves are created with flat bar stock forged with a hammered chatter pattern on both sides, then hand-shaped and placed within linear frames.

When viewed directly from the front or side, the cocktail’s ellipses appear uniform; when viewed from any other angle, they appear to be a sculptural swirl.

Shown above in Silver Leaf.
METAL DESIGNS - 2234 SERIES/ELLIPSE
Sculptural Modern designs in hand forged solid and tubular iron, lay-on tempered glass tops.

Hand forging is critical to creating the sculptural ovals of each table or etagere. Components of each ellipse are first heated in the forge fire and given textural chatter marks hammered into the solid iron, and then carefully shaped to exacting shapes before being welded together and inset into the linear frames. Shown above in Gold Leaf.

2234-945-xx Ellipse
Rectangular Cocktail Table
54W x 32D x 17H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2234 SERIES/ELLIPSE

Sculptural Modern designs in hand forged solid and tubular iron, lay-on tempered glass tops.

2234-955-xx Ellipse
Rectangular End Table
18W x 26D x 26H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2234 SERIES/ELLIPSE
Sculptural Modern designs in hand forged solid and tubular iron, lay-on tempered glass tops.

2234-966-xx Ellipse Console
54W x 14D x 36H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

METAL DESIGNS - 2233 SERIES/CLARET
Transitional designs in solid iron with inset tempered glass tops and shelves.

Claret is built entirely of solid iron, with legs tapered by hand in the forge before having organic chatter marks hammered into the exposed surfaces. The results are simple, proportionate forms with great textural depth, featuring tempered glass tops and shelves. Shown above in Silver Leaf.
Claret Round Cocktail Table
42 diameter x 19H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

Claret’s elegant simplicity equates to versatility, with functional forms appropriate for a wide variety of settings. The rectangular cocktail is shown here in St. Laurent finish, with the Sophie end table (page 32) and below in Argento finish.
METAL DESIGNS - 2233 SERIES/CLARET
Transitional designs in solid iron with inset tempered glass tops and shelves

2233-945-xx
Claret Rectangular Cocktail Table
54W x 30 x 18H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

2233-953-xx
Claret Rectangular End Table
24W x 20D x 25H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2233 SERIES/CLARET
Transitional designs in solid iron with inset tempered glass tops and shelves

2233-966-xx
Claret Rectangular Console
54W x 12D x 36H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

The console’s overall dimensions provide both aesthetic beauty and versatility. The height allows for a long and graceful hand forged tapering, while the shallow depth translates to use in a wider variety of settings. Shown here in Gold Leaf.
Transitional designs in hand-forged, hammered and tapered iron with lay-on tempered glass tops.

The light scale of Bruno’s forms belies their substance. Forged entirely in solid iron with a hammered texture on all surfaces, these designs capture the creativity and skill of the blacksmith while providing a range of surface sizes to display the depth of our finishes. Shown here in St. Laurent.

**Bruno Rectangular Cocktail Table**

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

**2231-945-xx**

48W x 36D x 18H in.
Transitional designs in hand-forged, hammered and tapered iron with lay-on tempered glass tops.

2231-957-xx
Bruno Square End Table
25W x 25D x 26 in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

Transitional designs in hand-forged, hammered and tapered iron with lay-on tempered glass tops.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
Bruno Console
62W x 12D x 36H in

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

At 60” wide, Byron’s rectangular cocktail — the largest in the program — provides scale for large upholstery without visual bulk. The elevated lower shelf is supported by cantilever stretchers and is just the right size to balance the design. Shown here in Gold Leaf with the Ellipse end table (page 10).
Metal Designs - 2230 Series/Byron

Transitional designs in tubular and solid iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops and shelves.

2230-945-xx
Byron Rectangular Cocktail
60W x 32D x 17.5H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2230 SERIES/BYRON
Transitional designs in tubular and solid iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops and shelves.

**2230-955-xx Byron Rectangular End Table**
27W x 17.75D x 25.5H in.

- 44 St. Laurent Finish
- 46 Argento Finish
- 47 Silver Leaf Finish
- 48 Gold Leaf Finish

**2230-966-xx Byron Console**
60W x 14D x 34.5H in.

- 44 St. Laurent Finish
- 46 Argento Finish
- 47 Silver Leaf Finish
- 48 Gold Leaf Finish
Sophie features contemporary, almost Space Age designs in hand shaped plate steel, and is ideal for settings with either sofas or sectionals. Though there is not a straight line in these silhouettes, they still boast a Modernist flair and are comfortable in any updated setting. Shown here in Silver Leaf with the Claret End Table (page 17).
METAL DESIGNS - 2232 SERIES/SOPHIE

Contemporary designs in solid iron with inset tempered and beveled glass tops

2232-953-xx
Sophie Round End Table
26 diameter x 17H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

METAL DESIGNS - 2016 SERIES/BONAIRE

Transitional silhouettes in tubular iron with lay-on tempered glass tops and shelves

Our Bonaire series features transitional lines in pared-down, versatile styles. Constructed of tubular steel with a thick, flat polished edge glass top and lower storage shelf. Available in all four custom Metal Designs finishes. Shown here in Argento with our Mid Geo Slim Etagere 2056-989 (page 601).
METAL DESIGNS - 2016 SERIES/BONAIRE
Transitional silhouettes in tubular iron with lay-on tempered glass tops and shelves

2016-945-xx Bonaire Rectangular Cocktail Table
42W x 30D x 19H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

2016-957-xx Bonaire Square End Table
25W x 25D x 25H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2013 SERIES/PER SE

Transitional silhouettes in solid and tubular iron, with tempered glass tops and shelves.

Perhaps our most versatile occasional collection, Per Se features simple, sleek bases in the Parsons style, with functional inset glass shelves. Shown here in St. Laurent and available in all four custom Metal Designs finishes.

2013-943-xx Per Se Round Cocktail
40 diameter x 19H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2013 SERIES/PER SE

Transitional silhouettes in solid and tubular iron, with tempered glass tops and shelves

**2013-947-xx Per Se Square Cocktail**
42W x 42D x 19H in.

- 44 St. Laurent Finish
- 46 Argento Finish
- 47 Silver Leaf Finish
- 48 Gold Leaf Finish

**2013-950-xx Per Se Round End Table**
28 diameter x 26H in.

- 44 St. Laurent Finish
- 46 Argento Finish
- 47 Silver Leaf Finish
- 48 Gold Leaf Finish
Transitional silhouettes in solid and tubular iron, with tempered glass tops and shelves.

**2006-945-xx**
Suspension Rectangular Cocktail
48W x 32D x 21H in.

The Suspension styles get their name from the boxed shelf structure suspended within the frames, creating dramatic and linear architectural forms. Each glass shelf is beveled, and the etageres (pages 56-59) feature a glassed top and six shelves total.
Metal Designs - 2011 Series/Sangiovese

Timeless Italian antique silhouettes in hand-forged solid and tubular iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops.

2011-949-xx Sangiovese
Large Rectangular Cocktail
54W x 36D x 19H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

Sangiovese is our most popular occasional series, capturing classic Italian styling with tapered legs intersected with graceful sweeping stretchers. Subtle details like the triple step aprons and ball feet complete balanced designs that are perfect for environments ranging from the traditional to contemporary.

Shown below in Argento and above in Gold Leaf. Please see our website or Signature Designs catalog for Sangiovese items also offered in Stainless Steel.
METAL DESIGNS - 2011 SERIES/SANGIOVESE

Timeless Italian antique silhouettes in hand-forged solid and tubular iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops.

2011-945-xx Sangiovese
Small Rectangular Cocktail Table
42W x 26D x 20H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2011 SERIES/SANGIOVESE

Timeless Italian antique silhouettes in hand-forged solid and tubular iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops

---

2011-943-xx Sangiovese
Round Cocktail Table
42 inch diameter x 20H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

---

2011-947-xx Sangiovese
Square Cocktail Table
42W x 42D x 19H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS - 2011 SERIES/SANGIOVESE
Timeless Italian antique silhouettes in hand-forged solid and tubular iron, with inset tempered and beveled glass tops

2011-950-xx Sangiovese
Round End Table
26 diameter x 26H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish

-46 Argento Finish

-47 Silver Leaf Finish

-48 Gold Leaf Finish

2011-959-xx Sangiovese
Rectangular End Table
24W x 28D x 25H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish

-46 Argento Finish

-47 Silver Leaf Finish

-48 Gold Leaf Finish
True to its name, Ellipse is a study in the oval form, with a large, shaped decor in hand forged iron with organic chatter marks creating a cameo effect in the center of the pieces, combined with curved profiles in the sides. Shown here in St. Laurent.
METAL DESIGNS PROGRAM • 2234 SERIES/ELLIPSE
Sculptural Modern designs in hand forged solid and tubular iron, with inset tempered glass shelves

2234-991-xx Ellipse Etagere
36W x 19D x 80H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
The Ellipse Slim Etageres make dramatic statements in pairs, whether flanking an entry or bunched. Shown here in Silver Leaf.
METAL DESIGNS PROGRAM - 2006 SERIES/SUSPENSION

Dramatic linear architectural forms constructed of tubular steel and inset tempered and beveled glass shelves. The Suspension styles get their name from the boxed shelf structure suspended within the frames, creating linear architectural forms. Each feature six beveled and tempered glass shelves and are available in all four Metal Designs custom finishes.

2006-990-xx Suspension Slim Etagere
24W x 18D x 82.75H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

The Suspension styles get their name from the boxed shelf structure suspended within the frames, creating linear architectural forms. Each feature six beveled and tempered glass shelves and are available in all four Metal Designs custom finishes.
2006-991-xx Suspension Etagere
46W x 18D x 82.75H in.

The stately Suspension Etagere is a study in architectural balance, emphasizing negative space while casting a dramatic silhouette in any setting. Shown here in Gold Leaf and available in all four custom Metal Designs finishes, and featuring six inset beveled glass shelves.
METAL DESIGNS - 2056 SERIES/MID GEO
Modern, sleek etagere in solid and tubular iron with six tempered and beveled glass shelves

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS • 2012 SERIES/HOLDEN
Modern etagere in tubular and solid iron with 11 tempered and beveled glass shelves

Though the Mid-Century Modern form of the Holden is complex, it is really a single design that has been repeated in a mirror image from top to bottom, and features 11 storage surfaces. Shown here in Silver Leaf.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

2012-990-xx Holden Etagere
45W x 18D x 83H in.
METAL DESIGNS PROGRAM • 2056 SERIES/HONEYCOMB
Transitional silhouettes in tubular and solid iron, featuring detailed fretwork décor and tempered and beveled glass shelves

2056-990-xx
Honeycomb Slim Etagere
26W x 18D x 79H in.

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish
METAL DESIGNS PROGRAM - 2056 SERIES/HONEYCOMB
Transitional silhouettes in tubular and solid iron, featuring detailed fretwork décor and tempered and beveled glass shelves

2056-991-xx Honeycomb Etagere
42W x 18D x 79H in

-44 St. Laurent Finish
-46 Argento Finish
-47 Silver Leaf Finish
-48 Gold Leaf Finish

Honeycomb combines contemporary and linear forms with fretwork décor harkening back to the designs of Thomas Chippendale, creating styles appropriate for a multitude of settings. Shown here in Argento.
The Artistica Metal Designs is a remarkable assortment of unique iron silhouettes—hand forged by artisans whose passion is expressed in sophisticated detailing and superb craftsmanship. Each design is offered in four custom finishes—St. Laurent, Silver Leaf, Gold Leaf and Argento. The finishes, meticulously applied by hand, take as many as fourteen steps to execute, yielding an extraordinary look.

- **44 ST. LAURENT**
  Rich, natural iron tones with touches of light gesso and gold highlighting

- **46 ARGENTO**
  Antiqued silver with gold undertones

- **47 SILVER LEAF**
  True silver leaf with antiqued effect

- **48 GOLD LEAF**
  True gold leaf with antiqued effect

---

**2006-945 Suspension Rectangular Cocktail Table**
48L x 32D x 21H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 40
- 46 Argento finish - page: 45
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - pages: 40 and 41
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - pages: 40 and 41

**2006-990 Suspension Slim Etagere**
24W x 18D x 82.75H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - pages: 43 and 57
- 46 Argento finish - page: 57
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 57
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - pages: 43 and 57

**2006-991 Suspension Etagere**
46W x 18D x 82.75H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 58
- 46 Argento finish - page: 57
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 58
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 58

---

**2011-943 Sangiovese Round Cocktail Table**
42 inch diameter x 20H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 46
- 46 Argento finish - pages: 41 and 48
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 48
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 48

**2011-945 Sangiovese Small Rectangular Cocktail Table**
42W x 28D x 20H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 45
- 46 Argento finish - page: 45
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 45
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 45

**2011-947 Sangiovese Square Cocktail Table**
42W x 42D x 19H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 43
- 46 Argento finish - page: 47
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 47
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 47

---

**2011-949 Sangiovese Large Rectangular Cocktail Table**
54W x 36D x 19H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 43
- 46 Argento finish - pages: 42 and 43
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 43
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 43

**2011-950 Sangiovese Round End Table**
26 inch diameter x 26H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - pages: 42 and 43
- 46 Argento finish - page: 49
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 49
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 49

---

**2012-990 Holden Etagere**
45W x 18D x 83H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - pages: 36 and 37
- 46 Argento finish - page: 37
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 37
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 37

**2013-943 Per Se Round Cocktail Table**
40 inch diameter x 19H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - pages: 36 and 37
- 46 Argento finish - page: 37
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 37
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 37

**2013-947 Per Se Square Cocktail Table**
42W x 42D x 19H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - page: 38
- 46 Argento finish - page: 38
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 38
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 38

**2013-950 Per Se Round End Table**
28 inch diameter x 26H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
- 44 St. Laurent finish - pages: 36 and 39
- 46 Argento finish - page: 39
- 47 Silver Leaf finish - page: 39
- 48 Gold Leaf finish - page: 39

---
METAL DESIGNS

2056-991 Honeycomb Etagere
26W x 18D x 79H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
• St. Laurence finish - page: 22
• Argento finish - page: 22
• Silver Leaf finish - page: 22
• Gold Leaf finish - page: 22

2231-957 Bruno Square End Table
25W x 25D x 25H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
• St. Laurence finish - page: 23
• Argento finish - page: 23
• Silver Leaf finish - page: 23
• Gold Leaf finish - page: 23

233-943 Claret Round Cocktail Table
22W x 15D x 18H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
• St. Laurence finish - page: 15
• Argento finish - page: 15
• Silver Leaf finish - page: 15
• Gold Leaf finish - page: 15

233-956 Elipse Console
54W x 12D x 32H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
• St. Laurence finish - pages: 16 and 17
• Argento finish - page: 16
• Silver Leaf finish - page: 16
• Gold Leaf finish - page: 16

233-955 Elipse Rectangular End Table
18W x 19D x 80H in.
Available in all four Metal Designs finishes
• St. Laurence finish - pages: 14 and 15
• Argento finish - page: 14
• Silver Leaf finish - page: 14
• Gold Leaf finish - page: 14

FURNITURE CARE:
• Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight.
• Do not leave plastic or rubber materials on wood surfaces.
• Wipe up spills immediately.
• Clean with a non-silicone furniture polish, rubbing with the grain.
• Avoid common hazards such as hot dishes or a protective pad, harsh solvents (nail polish remover, alcohol and abrasives).

STONE AND METAL CARE:
• Maintain with regular dusting.
• Wipe spills immediately.
• Never set drinks or liquids directly on wood, metal or stone surfaces.

UPHOLSTERY CARE:
See your Artistica Upholstery dealer, visit www.artisticahome.com or call 336-474-5300 ext 2.
• Never remove cushion covers for cleaning.
• Never use bleach or any tumble method of cleaning.

CONSTRUCTION NOTE:
In order to provide our customers with the best possible quality and value, this collection includes items or components produced outside the United States.

NOTE TO FURNITURE RETAILERS:
Possession of this catalog does not constitute authority to purchase, and the furnishing of this catalog does not constitute an offer by the Company to sell any of the items contained herein. Artistica reserves the right to alter specifications or discontinue items at any time without advance notice. All price lists and catalogs remain the property of Artistica and may not be copied or in any way duplicated without the express written consent of Artistica and must be returned, or made available, without cost to Artistica promptly should the relationship be terminated by either party. Failure to observe this restriction may result in termination, legal action or both.

FIND US ON THE WEB:
facebook.com/artisticahome
instagram.com/artisticahome

A division of Lexington Home Brands
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To purchase an Artistica Home catalog or locate a dealer in your area, call 336.474.5300 ext. 2 or visit artisticahome.com